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BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The development relates to a system and method for accurately tracking

the deliver}' of items in a distribution network.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Item carriers generally wish to be able to accurately track the delivery' of

items through a distribution network. The accurate tracking of items can be used for many

purposes such as changing the routes of item carriers out on delivery based on when items

have been delivered or creating expected delivery windows that can be sent to item receivers.

Thus a system for accurately tracking the deliver}' of items in a distribution network is

greatly desired.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] One aspect described herein relates to a system for accurately tracking the

delivery of items comprising a plurality of items having a barcode thereon; an item sorter

comprising a barcode scanner, a network connection and a plurality of disposition portions,

wherein the item scanner is configured to scan the barcodes of a plurality of items according

and to sort the items into the disposition portion based at least in part on route and preference

information received over the network connection; and a mobile computing device

comprising a barcode scanner and a GPS unit wherein the barcode scanner is configured to

scan the barcodes on at least one of the plurality of items at the delivery point for that item

and wherein the mobile computing device is configured to generate confidence data

comprising at least a location and time recorded by the GPS unit upon scanning the item at

the delivery point.

[0004] In an another aspect a system for delivering an item comprises a mobile

computing device comprising a scanner configured to scan a physical item; a confidence



source data handler configured to receive scan information from the mobile computing

device and determine whether scan information is indicative of a confidence event; a daily

table database configured to receive confidence event information from the confidence

source data handler and generate at least one expected delivery time and an expected delivery

window based at least in part on the confidence data; and a communication module

configured to communicate the expected delivery window to a recipient of an item

[0005] The mobile computing device may further comprise a GPS module

configured to record location data and/or a clock module configured to record time data. The

mobile computing device may be further configured to identify that a coniidence activity has

occurred. The mobile computing device can identify that a confidence activity has occurred

via a barcode scanner.

[0006] The system may further comprise a baseline table database that is

configured to store at least one estimated expected deliver}- time.

[0007] Further, the daily table database can be configured to generate at least one

deliver}- time based at least in part on at least one estimated expected delivery time stored in

the baseline database.

[0008] The system may further comprise a recalculation factor database

configured to store recalculation factors for generating at least one expected deliver}' time.

The daily table database can be configured to generate at least one deliver}' time based at

least in part on at least one recalculation factor stored in the recalculation factor database.

The communication module can also be configured to communicate the at least one expected

delivery window to at least one entity expecting delivery of an item

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The foregoing and other features of the disclosure will become more fully

apparent from the following description and appended claims, taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings. Understanding that these drawings depict only several

embodiments in accordance with the disclosure and are not to be considered limiting of its

scope, the disclosure will be described with the additional specificity and detail through use

of the accompanying drawings.



[0010] Figure 1 is a block diagram displaying one embodiment of the expected

delivery window generation system

[0011 j Figure 2 is a block diagram that displays one embodiment of how external

components can communicate with the expected delivery window generation system.

[0012] Figure 3 is a block diagram displaying one embodiment of a confidence

event recorder subsystem.

[0013] Figure 4 is a flow chart depicting one embodiment of a process for

generating expected delivery windows.

[0014] Figure 5 is a flow chart depicting one embodiment of a process for

generating the confidence record.

[0015] Figure 6 is a flow chart depicting one embodiment of a process for

generating the baseline table.

[0016] Figure 7 is a flow chart depicting one embodiment of a process for

generating the daily table.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] Businesses, consumers, and other entities generally desire to know the

time that an item will be delivered to them when they are expecting a delivery. An item may

include packages, luggage, mail, pizza, or anything else that can be delivered to a consumer

or business. Thus, a system that can accurately predict when an item will be delivered is

advantageous.

[0018] One way to predict when an item will be delivered is to record the time

and place of past item deliveries and then determine when an item will be delivered based on

past trends. To ensure a reliable delivery window prediction, the record of the time and place

of the past item deliveries should be accurate or be based on reliable information. One way

to ensure the accuracy of the record is to record the time and location of item deliveries that

have hallmarks of reliability or accuracy, which can be termed "confidence activities " A

confidence activity is an activity performed by the item carrier that is delivering the item that

provides a high level of confidence that the time and location of the record reflect the actual

time and location of item delivery. For example, scanning a computer readable code on a

central mailbox, called a Managed Service Point, could be a confidence activity because

-J-



there is a high degree of confidence that the computer readable code was scanned when an

item was actually delivered. Similarly, scanning a computer readable code on an item

weighing under 16 ounces or on other types of items can be a confidence activity because

these items can be delivered to a receptacle located at a specific, known location, and

therefore, there is a high degree of confidence that the computer readable code was scanned

at the actual time an item was delivered and at the actual specific location. To further ensure

accuracy, records of confidence activities can be compared to past records to ensure

accuracy, or messages can be sent to item deliverers to prompt the performance of

confidence activities

[0019] The features, aspects, and advantages of the present development will ow

be described with reference to the drawings of several embodiments which are intended to be

within the scope of the embodiments herein disclosed. These and other embodiments will

become readily apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description of

the embodiments having reference to the attached figures, the development not being limited

to any particular embodiment(s) herein disclosed.

[0020] The system and method described herein relate to generating and

communicating an expected delivery window. Figure 1 depicts an embodiment of a system

100 for generating an expected deliver}' window. The expected delivery window generation

system 100 comprises a system hub 10, an item-carrier database 120, a confidence source

data handler 130, a recalculation factor database 170, a daily table database 180, a

communication module 190, a baseline table database 150, an expected deliveries database

160, and a confidence record database 140. The system hub 0 is in communication, either

wired or wirelessly, with at least the item carrier database 120, the confidence source data

handler 130, the recalculation factor database 170, the daily table database 180, the

communication module 190, the baseline table database 150, the expected deliveries

database 160, and the confidence record database 140.

[0021] The system hub 10 may comprise or be a component of a processing

system implemented with one or more processors. The system hub 0 may be a network of

interconnected processors housed on one or more terminals. The one or more processors

may be implemented with any combination of general-purpose microprocessors,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),



programmable logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic, discrete

hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other suitable entities

that may perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The system hub 0

may comprise a processor 11 such as, for example, a microprocessor, such as a Pentium

processor, a Pentium Pro processor, a 8051 processor, a MIPS ® processor, a Power C1

processor, an Alpha"53 processor, a microcontroller, an Intel CORE i7* i5* or i3® processor,

an AMD Phenom ®, A-series ®, or FX processor, or the like. The processor 111 typically has

conventional address lines, conventional data lines, and one or more conventional control

lines. The processor may be in communication with a processor memory 12, which

may include, for example, RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory,

EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of

storage medium known in the art. The processor memory 112 may include, for example,

software, at least one software module, instructions, steps of an algorithm, or any other

information. In some embodiments, the processor 111 performs processes in accordance

with instructions stored in the processor memory 112. These processes may include, for

example, controlling features and/or components of the expected delivery window generation

system 100, and controlling access to and from, and transmitting information and data to and

from the system hub 0 and the constituent components of the expected deliver}' window

generation system 100, as will be described herein.

[0022] The system hub 110 comprises a system memory 1 3, configured to store

information, such as confidence data, item-carrier information, expected deliveries data and

the like. The system memory 3 may comprise a database, a comma delimited file, a text

file, or the like. The system hub 110 is configured to coordinate and direct the activities of

the components of the expected delivery window generation system 00, and to coordinate

generating expected delivery windows for the delivery of items.

[0023] In some embodiments, the processor 1 1 is connected to a communication

feature 114. The communication feature 114 is configured for wired and/or wireless

communication. In some embodiments, the communication feature 4 communicates via

telephone, cable, fiber-optic, or any other wired communication network. In some

embodiments, the communication feature 114 may communicate via cellular networks,

WLAN networks, or any other wireless network. The communication feature 4 is



configured to receive instructions and to transmit and receive information among

components of the expected delivery window generation system 100, and in some

embodiments, with a central server (not shown) or other resource outside the expected

delivery window generation system 00, as desired.

[0024] In some embodiments, the system hub 10 is in communication with the

item-carrier database 120. In some embodiments, the item-carrier database 120 may

comprise a processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components

similar to those described herein for the system hub 110. In other embodiments, the item-

carrier database 120 may be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and

control lines, and other components of the system hub 110, or a combination of its own

components and the system hub HQ's components. It is to be understood that the term

database is not limited to a component that only stores data but, in some embodiments, the

databases described herein can also be used to manipulate data, edit data, generate new data,

and other functions. Databases can store information in multiple file formats, arrangements,

tables, etc. Databases herein may have dedicated or shared processors or memory.

[0025] In some embodiments, the item-carrier database 120 is configured to store

information about the entities that will deliver items. In some embodiments, these entities

are delivery persons or delivery services. In some embodiments, the item carrier database

120 is configured to store information about the geographical routes that the entities deliver

items on For example, the item carrier database 120 can store a set of addresses that are

assigned to a particular item carrier to deliver items to, such as a pre-determined route. In

some embodiments, the item carrier database 120 can generate routes for each item carrier.

In some embodiments, the item carrier database can generate routes based on the expected

deliveries for the day and item receiver preferences for what time items should be delivered.

For example, if some item receivers are receiving an item today prefer morning deliveries

and some prefer afternoon, the item receiver can generate routes accordingly. In some

embodiments, information about delivery's for the day can be stored in expected deliveries

database 160 and item receiver preferences can be receive through communication module

190, discussed further below. In some embodiments the item carrier database 120 can also

be configured to generate alternate routes based upon changes in item receiver preferences or

an item carrier failure or success in delivering an item. For example, if an item carrier fails



to deliver an item, item carrier database 120 can calculate new routes so that the item carrier

can attempt to deliver the item at another time on the same day. In some embodiments, the

item carrier database 120 can store a different geographical route for each item carrier for

each day of the week. The item carrier database 120 can also store an actual and a scheduled

departure time for each item carrier on their route on a given day. In some embodiments, the

item carrier database 120 can also store timesheets or records that confirm when various

entities worked and at what times those entities worked.

[0026] In some embodiments, the distribution network includes processing

equipment, such as mail processing equipment. The mail processing equipment can be

automated equipment for receiving, scanning, sorting, stamping, or otherwise processing the

item i some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 00 comprises

a sorter 121. The sorter 121 can include one or more belts, diverter gates for diverting an

item to a sorting destination, a scanner for reading a surface of the item, such as a computer

readable identifier, an address, an identifier, etc., on the surface of the item. The sorter

121 comprises a processor in communication with item carrier database 120. In some

embodiments, the sorter 121 may be part of the item carrier database 120 or may be

controlled by the item carrier database 120. The sorter 121 can be used as part of an item

management system to manage the coordination of the delivery of items by ensuring that the

item carriers receive the right items to deliver. In some embodiments, the sorter 121 could

be a Delivery Barcode Scanner, High Speed Flats Feeder, or a Parcel Sorting Machine, like

those used by the United States Postal Service, or some other type of sorting machine or

some system or combination of sorting machines like those listed. In some embodiments the

sorter also comprises a disposition portion where items can be sorted into. For example, the

item sorter can sort items into a plurality of bins wherein each bin corresponds to a different

route. In some embodiments the sorter 161 sorts items based upon the entries in the expected

deliver}' database 160, discussed further below. In some embodiments, the items sorter can

be entirely separate from the item carrier database 120 and can instead sort items based upon

item receiver preferences and route information received over a network connection.

[0027] In some embodiments, the system hub 110 is in communication with the

confidence source data handler 130. In some embodiments, the confidence source data

handler 130 may comprise a processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and



other components similar to those described herein for the system hub 1 0 . I other

embodiments, confidence source data handier 130 may be configured to use the processor,

memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components of the system hub 0,

or a combination of its own components and the system hub 10's components.

[0028] The confidence source data handler 130 is configured to receive

confidence data, review confidence data, and then transfer confidence data for storage in the

confidence record database 140. In some embodiments, the confidence source data handler

30 can also inform the daily table database 180 that a delivery has occurred when it receives

confidence data. In some embodiments, the confidence source data handler 130 receives

confidence data from a confidence event recorder 220a, 220b, and/or 220c, as described

further below. In some embodiments, the confidence source data handler 130 can

communicate with the confidence event recorders 220a--220c via a communications link such

as a telephone, cable, fiber-optic, or any other wired communication network. In some

embodiments, the confidence source data handler 30 can communicate with the confidence

recorder 220a-220c via cellular networks, WLA networks, or any other wireless network.

In some embodiments the confidence source data handler 130 can command the confidence

recorder 220a-220c to record confidence data.

[0029] In some embodiments, the confidence data received by the confidence

source data handler 130 comprises a record of a confidence activity accompanied by the time

and location that the activity occurred, and an identity of confidence activity type. The time

and place can be represented by a timestamp for the confidence activity and a GPS recorded

latitude and longitude of where the confidence activity occurred. In some embodiments, the

confidence activity is an activity performed by an item carrier that provides a high level of

confidence that the time and location of the record reflects the actual time and location of the

activity. In some embodiments, the confidence activity is recorded by scanning a computer

readable code, such as a barcode, when the activity occurred. For example, a confidence

activity can be recorded by scanning a barcode on an item when that item is delivered at a

deliver}' point or physical address. A confidence activity can also be recorded by scanning a

barcode on a delivery receptacle when an item is delivered. In some embodiments, the

confidence source data handler 130 can send a prompt to one of the confidence event

recorders 220a-220c that requests that the item carrier record a confidence activity or



identify a scan event as a confidence activity. In some embodiments, this prompt can be sent

when one of the confidence event recorders 220a-220c is within a certain distance of where

the confidence activity is supposed to occur. The confidence data can also be "breadcrumb"

data, which is a record of periodic polls of the item carrier's location.

[0030] In some embodiments the confidence source data handler 30 can evaluate

the confidence data before it transfers the data to the confidence record database 140. For

example, the confidence source data handier 130 can evaluate the confidence data to see if

the location of the confi dence activity is accurate. If the location of the confidence activity is

inaccurate, the coniidence source data handler 130 can set an error flag on the confidence

data. Flagged confidence data may not be evaluated. In some embodiments, the confidence

source data handler 130 can evaluate the accuracy of the location of the confidence activity

by comparing it to a previously recorded confidence activity. For example, if the confidence

activity is scanning the barcode on an item when delivering the item, the confidence source

data handler 130 can determine if the location of the scan as reported by one of the

confidence event recorders 220a-220c occurred near the location of previous reported

locations for scans for delivering items at the same physical location. If the coniidence

activity is scanning the computer readable code on a delivery receptacle, the coniidence

source data handler 130 can determine if the reported location of the scan occurred near the

reported location of previous scans of that delivery receptacle. If the collected confidence

data is breadcrumb data, the confidence source data handler 130 can determine if the

breadcrumb data matches the route that the item carrier is delivering items along. In some

embodiments, the confidence source data handler 130 can compare the location of the current

scans to the average of previous scans, or to a running average such as the average of the last

4 scans for that location. In some embodiments, the coniidence source data handier 130 can

compare the location of the current scans to the average of the last 120 days for that location

or other periods of time.

[0031] In some embodiments, the confidence source data handler 130 can

determine if the reported location of a scan occurred within a predetermined range of the

actual physical location by determining if the scan occurred within a vector of the actual

physical location. The vector of a location is a set of coordinates extending from a midpoint

of the actual physical location to a point along a potential delivery route for the actual



physical location. For example, if the correct location is a house, the vector of the house is a

set of geographic coordinates that extends from the exact midpoint or near the exact midpoint

of the house to the middle of the street. The street is chosen in this example as it is the

delivery route along which the item carrier will be walking or driving in order to deliver an

item to the house. In other embodiments, the vector extends from the midpoint of the actual

physical location toward a hallway, pathway, conduit, or any other route along which an item

carrier will travel.

[0032] The system hub 110 is in communication with the confidence record

database 140. In some embodiments, the confidence record database 140 may comprise a

processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to

those described herein for the system hub 10. In other embodiments, the confidence record

database 140 may be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and

control lines, and other components of the system hub 0, or a combination of its own

components and the system hub 10's components.

[0033] The confidence record database 140 is configured to receive confidence

data from confidence source data handler 130. In some embodiments, the confidence source

data handler 130 can communicate directly with the confidence record database 140. In other

embodiments, the confidence source data handler 130 can communicate with the confidence

record database 140 through system hub 110. In some embodiments, the confidence record

database 140 will store the confidence data for later use by the system. In some

embodiments, the confidence record database 140 will store the confidence data along with

the error flags set by the confidence source data handier 130. In some embodiments,

confidence record database 140 can also associate the confidence data with the data stored in

the item carrier database 120. For example, the confidence record database can associate

confidence data with the item carrier that generated the data, the route that the item carrier

was delivering items on when generating tha data, and the start time of the item carrier on

the day the data was generated

[0034] The system hub 10 is in communication with the baseline table database

150. I some embodiments, the baseline table database 150 may comprise a processor,

memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to those

described herein for the system hub 10. In some embodiments, the baseline table database



150 ay be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and control lines,

and other components of the system hub 0, or a combination of its own components and

the system hub 1lO's components.

[0035] In some embodiments, the baseline table database 150 is configured to

store baseline tables. Baseline tables are tables that contain estimated delivery times for a

particular geographic route. These estimated delivery times can be calculated as described

further below. In some embodiments, the baseline table contains estimates for a particular

route/item carrier pairing A route/item carrier pairing is the geographical route on which a

particular item carrier will deliver items. In some embodiments, these route/item carrier

pairings can differ between different days of the week. In some embodiments the estimated

delivery time for the route/item carrier pairings are created based on the data stored in the

confidence record database 140. For example, the confidence activity records include times

a particular item carrier delivers items to a particular location. The baseline table database

150 gathers these historical records, and generates an average time that a particular item

carrier or carrier delivers items to a particular address. This average time is set as the

estimated delivery time in the baseline table. The baseline table database 150 may generate

the average deliver}' time using a rolling average, such as the average for the last 80 days,

or may use a historical average, such as using data for the same time period in a previous

year, or for the same day of the week as in the last 0 weeks.

[0036] In another example, the estimated delivery times can be based on the

actual delivery times derived from the data stored in the confidence record database 140 for a

route/item carrier pairing that is the same or similar to the route/item carrier pairing that the

baseline table database is calculating estimated delivery time for. The estimated delivery

times could also be calculated based on the average of the actual delivery times from the

same or similar route/item carrier pairings. This average could similarly be a rolling average

over, for example, 180 days, or it may use a historical average, such as using data for the

same time period in a previous year, or for the same day of the week as in the last 0 weeks.

In some embodiments, the baseline table database 50 can compare the baseline table against

the timesheet records of the delivery entities to verify whether the baseline table is accurate.

In some embodiments, the baseline table database 150 can correct the baseline table's

route/item carrier pairing based on records of when item delivery entities actually worked.



[0037] The system hub 110 is in communication with the expected deliveries

database 160. In some embodiments, the expected deliveries database 160 may comprise a

processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to

those described herein for the system hub 10. In other embodiments, the expected

deliveries database 160 may be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address

and control lines, and other components of the system hub 0, or a combination of its own

components and the system hub 110's components.

[0038] In some embodiments, the expected deliveries database 160 is configured

to store information about the expected item deliveries. For example, the expected deliveries

database 160 can store information on items that are expected to be delivered on a particular

or specific day. Information on items that are expected to be delivered on a particular day

can be received from processing equipment that tracks the items that are received by the item

carrier and coordinates the deliver}- of those items. For example, the expected deliveries

database 160 can receive a list of the items that are expected to be delivered from the United

States Postal Service system that tracks packages received by the Postal Service. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery database 160 can contain information about expected

item deliveries for the current date, for past dates, or for future dates.

[0039] The system hub 0 is in communication with the recalculation factor

database 170. In some embodiments, the recalculation factor database 170 may comprise a

processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to

those described herein for the system hub 1 0 In other embodiments, the recalculation

factor database 170 may be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address a d

control lines, and other components of the system hub 10, or a combination of its own

components and the system hub HQ's components.

[0040] In some embodiments, the recalculation factor database 170 contains

information on factors that can affect expected delivery times. For example, the

recalculation factor database 170 can contain information on how weather can affect

expected delivery times. Other examples of factors that can affect expected delivery times

that the recalculation factor database 170 can store information about are: actual departure

time, the identification of the item carrier, whether the item carrier is delivering in a new

geographic territory, how many items are being delivered, day of the week, day of the month.



day of the year, and other seasonal variations. In some embodiments the recalculation factor

database 70 also contains information on how the various factors impact expected delivery

times. For example, the recalculation factor database 170 could associate a "snowing" factor

with a 30 minute increase in deliven,' time, or it could have information that explains that ail

deliveries will take twice as long when it is snowing, so that delivery times could be adjusted

accordingly

[0041] The system hub 110 is in communication with the daily table database

180. In some embodiments, the daily table database 80 may comprise a processor, memory,

databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to those described herein

for the system hub 110. In other embodiments, the daily table database 180 may be

configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, a d other

components of the system hub 110, or a combination of its own components and the system

hub HO's components.

[0042] In some embodiments, the daily table database 180 can be configured to

store daily tables. Daily tables are tables that contain the expected delivery time for the

actual expected deliveries for the current day as determined from the daily table by

extrapolating a daily table based on the baseline table and the data contained in the expected

deliveries database 160 In some embodiments, the daily table database 180 can modify the

daily table based on the data contained in the recalculation factor database 170. For

example, the daily table could be generated by matching the items to be delivered on that day

to the closest equivalent baseline table, modifying the expected delivery times from the

baseline table based on the factors contained in the recalculation factor database 170, and

then storing the values in the daily table.

[0043] The system hub 110 is in communication with the communication module

190. In some embodiments, the communication module 190 may comprise a processor,

memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to those

described herein for the system hub 0 In other embodiments, the communication module

190 may be configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and control lines,

and other components of the system hub 110, or a combination of its own components and

the system hub 110's components.



[0044] In some embodiments, the communication module 190 is configured to

send information about the expected deliver}' window to the intended recipient of the item.

I some embodiments, the communication module 190 communicates with the intended

recipient of an item or items via mail, email, text message, automated phone call, or some

combination of any of these options. In some embodiments, the communication module 190

automatically communicates with the intended recipient upon receipt of a command or

instruction from the system hub 110, or any other component in communication therewith.

For example, the communication module 190 can send the intended recipient an email or a

text message that contains a one hour expected delivery window. In some embodiments, the

communication module 190 is configured to send additional information about the expected

deliver}' window to the intended recipient if the expected delivery window changes. For

example, the communication module 190 can send a new email or text message with an

updated or revised expected delivery window if the expected deliver}- window changes. In

some embodiments, the communication module 190 communicates the expected delivery

window to a user interface (not shown) which is accessible to an intended recipient for an

item. The user interface can be an application running on a recipient's computer,

smartphone, tablet computer, portable computing device, or other electronic device. For

example, a recipient can access the user interface using an identification number provided in

an email or text message, can click on a link in an email from the communication module

190, or can receive an alert on a mobile computing device to access an application for

delivery status update.

[0045] In some embodiments, the communication module 190 is also configured

to receive communications from item receivers about the item receiver's preferences for

receiving an item. For example, item receiver can send preferences such as that they prefer

morning or afternoon deliveries or what time that they prefer the deliver}'. In some

embodiments item receivers can send their preferences to the communication module via

mail, email, text message, automated phone call, or some combination of any of these

options. In some embodiments, item receivers can use the same user interface that they use to

receive communications to also send communications. In some embodiments, the

communication module can communicate these preferences to other parts of the expected

deliver}' window generation system 100 such as the item carrier database 120 or the item



carrier database 160. As discussed briefly above, i some embodiments the item carrier

database 120 can create generate routes based on these user preferences and then use sorter

121 to sort items to the appropriate carrier for delivery on the route.

[0046] In some embodiments, communication module 190 is also configured to

communicate with item carriers. In some embodiments communication module 190 can

communicate with the item carriers via mail, email, text message, automated phone call, a

custom user interface, or some combination of any of these options. In some embodiments,

communication module 90 can be used to communicate route changes to the item carriers

when they are out on delivery. For example, it the item carrier database 120 generates

alternate routes as discussed above, communication module 190 can be used to communicate

the alternate routes to the item carriers.

[0047] Figure 2 is an example of an expected deliver}' window generation

network 200. In this example, the expected delivery' window generation system 100, of

which only some components are displayed in Figure 2, is in communication with an item

receiver 210 and the confidence event recorders 220a-220c. In some embodiments, the

expected deliver}' window generation system 100 can be in communication with any number

of item receivers and confidence event recorders.

[0048] In some embodiments, an item receiver 210 represents the entity that

expects an item to be delivered. For example, the item receiver 210 can be a person or a

physical address, such as for a residence or a business. As explained above, communication

module 190 can communicate the expected delivery window to item receiver 210 and

receiver preferences from item receiver 210.

[0049] In some embodiments, item carrier 2 11 represents the entity that is

delivering an item to an item receiver. An item carrier could be a delivery' person or persons

on a truck, bicycle, plane, helicopter, scooter, Segway©, on foot, or on another mode of

transportation. In some embodiments, an item carrier could be an autonomous vehicle such

as a drone or a wheeled autonomous robot. As explained above, communication module 90

can communicate changes in routes or other delivery information to item carrier 2 11 . The

delivery information can comprise any information regarding the deliver}' such as item

identification, delivery windows, estimated arrival time, carrier location, and the like. As



will be explained herein below, the deliver}' information can be based on the confidence data

gathered as described herein.

[0050] In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system

00 is also in communication with confidence event recorders 220a-220c. The confidence

event recorders 220a-220c can be specialized mobile computing devices with location

detection capability, such as GPS, AGPS, Wi-Fi positioning, multilateration, etc. In some

embodiments, the confidence event recorders 220a-220c can be tablet computers,

smartphones, mobile delivery devices, and the like. The confidence event recorders 220a-

220c can incorporate a scanning capability, such as a laser-type barcode scanner, an optical

camera, or other type of sensor to detect and decode computer readable codes. In some

embodiments, confidence event recorders 220a-220c communicate with expected delivery

window generation system 100 through confidence source data handler 130. In some

embodiments, the confidence event recorders 220a-220e may communicate via cellular

networks, WLA networks, or any other wireless network. In some embodiments,

confidence event recorders 220a-220c can be any number of confidence event recorders.

[0051] In some embodiments, confidence event recorders 220a-220c can be

configured to record and send confidence data as described previously. In some

embodiments, confidence event recorders 220a-220c can be carried by item delivery entities

when delivering items. The item delivery entities can use the confidence event recorders

220a-220c to record confidence data.

[0052] Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a confidence

event recorder subsystem 220a The confidence event recorder subsystem 220a comprises a

confidence event recorder system hub 310, confidence activity identifier 320, clock module

330, GPS module 340, and confidence data communication module 350.

[0053] The confidence event recorder system hub 310 may comprise or be a

component of a processing system implemented with one or more processors. The

confidence event recorder system hub 310 may be a network of interconnected processors

housed on one or more terminals. The one or more processors may be implemented with any

combination of general -puipose microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors

(DSPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs),

controllers, state machines, gated logic, discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware



finite state machines, or any other suitable entities that may perform calculations or other

manipulations of information. The confidence event recorder system hub 3 0 may comprise

a processor 3 1 such as, for example, a microprocessor, such as a Pentium* ' processor, a

Pentium* Pro processor, a 8051 processor, a MIPS'8' processor, a Power PC® processor, an

Alpha 1* processor, a microcontroller, an Intel CORE i7* i5* or i3* processor, an AMD

Phenom* A-series* or FX* processor, or the like. The processor 3 11 typically has

conventional address lines, conventional data lines, and one or more conventional control

lines. The processor 3 11 may be in communication with a memory 3 2, which may include,

for example, RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory, EP OM memory, EEPROM

memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage

medium known in the art. The memor ' 312 may include, for example, software, at least one

software module, instructions, steps of an algorithm, or any other information. In some

embodiments, the processor 3 1 performs processes in accordance with instructions stored in

the memory 312. These processes may include, for example, controlling features and/or

components of the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a, and controlling access to and

from, and transmitting information and data to and from the confidence event recorder

system hub 310 and the constituent components of the confidence event recorder subsystem

220a, as will be described herein.

[0054] The confidence event recorder system hub 310 comprises a memory 313,

configured to store information, such as time records, location records, item identification

records or the like. The memory 313 may comprise a database, a comma delimited file, a text

file, or the like. The confidence event recorder system hub 310 is configured to coordinate

and direct the activities of the components of the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a,

and to coordinate the recording of confidence data associated with specific confidence

activities

[0055] The confidence event recorder system hub 3 0 is in communication with

the confidence activity identifier 320. In some embodiments, the confidence activity

identifier 320 may comprise a processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and

other components similar to those described herein for the confidence event recorder system

hub 310. In other embodiments, the confidence activity identifier 320 may be configured to

use the processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components of



confidence event recorder system hub 310, or a combination of its own components and the

confidence event recorder system hub 310's components.

[0056] In some embodiments, confidence activity identifier 320 is used to

identify that a confidence activity occurred. A confidence activity is an activity performed by

an item carrier that provides a high level of confidence that the time and location of the

record reflect the actual time and location of the activity. In some embodiments, the

confidence activity identifier 320 is a bar code scanner. In some embodiments, the

confidence activity identifier 320 identifies a confidence activity by scanning a bar code at a

location where a confidence activity occurred. For example, the confidence activity

identifier 320 can scan a barcode on a package that is being delivered, or the confidence

activity identifier 320 can scan a barcode on the item deliver}' receptacle that the item is

being delivered to. In some embodiments, the confidence activity identifier 320 sends a

signal to the confidence event recorder system hub 310 when a confidence activity has been

recorded. This signal can then be read by other components of the confidence event recorder

subsystem 220a.

[0057] The confidence event recorder system hub 3 0 is in communication with

the clock module 330. In some embodiments, the clock module 330 may comprise a

processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to

those described herein for the confidence event recorder system hub 310. In other

embodiments, the clock module 330 may be configured to use the processor, memory,

databases, address and control lines, and other components of confidence event recorder

system hub 3 0 , or a combination of its own components and the confidence event recorder

system hub 310's components.

[0058] In some embodiments the clock module 330 is used to accurately record

the time at which a confidence activity occurred. In some embodiments, clock module 330

records the time when it receives the signal that a confidence activity occurred from the

confidence event recorder system hub 310, which received it from confidence activity

identifier 320. In some embodiments, the clock module 330 periodically records the time in

order to generate "breadcrumb" data. "Breadcrumb data" is data generated via periodic

polling, creating a "breadcrumb" trail of data. In some embodiments, the clock module 330

keeps an accurate understanding of the current local time. In some embodiments, the clock



module 330 can be linked to another clock, such as a clock o a central server, such that the

clock module 330 reflects the time on the central clock. In some embodiments, the clock

module 330 in each of the confidence event recorder subsystems 220a can be linked to the

same clock. In some embodiments, the clock module 330 is linked to clocks in GPS

satellites.

[0059] In some embodiments, the confidence event recorder system hub 3 0 is in

communication with the GPS (Global Positioning System) module 340. In some

embodiments, the GPS module 340 may comprise a processor, memory, databases, address

and control lines, and other components similar to those described herein for the confidence

event recorder system hub 310. In other embodiments, the GPS module 340 may be

configured to use the processor, memory, databases, address and control lines, and other

components of confidence event recorder system hub 310, or a combination of its own

components and the confidence event recorder system hub 310's components.

[0060] In some embodiments, the GPS module 340 is in communication with

GPS satellites and can discover the specific location of one or more confidence event

recorders 220a-220c through its communications with the GPS satellites. In some

embodiments the GPS module 340 uses other position determining systems to determine its

exact location, such as GLONASS, COMPASS, multilateration, Wi-Fi detection,

triangulation, or LORAN. In some embodiments, the GPS module 340 records the location

of the confidence event recorder 220a-c whenever a confidence activity occurs. In some

embodiments, the GPS module 340 records the location periodically, such as at a defined

time interval, in order to generate "breadcrumb" data.

[0061] In some embodiments, the confidence event recorder system hub 310 is in

communication with the confidence data communication module 350. In some

embodiments, the confidence data communication module 350 may comprise a processor,

memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components similar to those

described herein for the confidence event recorder system hub 3 0 . In other embodiments,

the confidence data communication module 350 may be configured to use the processor,

memory, databases, address and control lines, and other components of confidence event

recorder system hub 3 0, or a combination of its own components and the confidence event

recorder system hub 310's components.



[0062] In some embodiments, the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a

communicates with the expected delivery window generation system 00 through confidence

data communication module 350 I some embodiments, the confidence data communication

module 350 may communicate via cellular networks, WLAN networks, or any other wireless

or wired network. In some embodiments, confidence data communication module 350

communicates confidence data recorded by the GPS module 340, confidence activity

identifier 320 and clock module 330. In some embodiments, the confidence data

communication module 350 communicates the confidence data to the confidence source data

handler 130.

[0063] Figure 4 shows a process 400 for using the expected delivery window

generation system 100 in conjunction with the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a to

generate and communicate the expected delivery window. Figure 4 provides a high-level

overview of an embodiment of the process. More details on various process steps are shown

in the subsequent figures.

[0064] The process 400 starts at a process block 401. In the process block 401,

the expected delivery window generation system 100, in conjunction with the confidence

event recorder subsystem 220a, create a confidence record. The confidence record contains

the confidence data obtained by the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a and

subsequently stored expected delivery window generation system 100. The details of one

embodiment of generating the confidence record are further explained in Figure 5 and the

associated description. The process then proceeds to a process block 402.

[0065] In the process block 402, the expected delivery window generation system

100 creates a baseline table that contains a baseline estimate of the expected delivery

windows. The baseline table can be created based on the confidence record. The details of

one embodiment of creating the baseline table are further explained in Figure 6 and the

associated description. The process then proceeds to a process block 403.

[0066] In the process block 403, the expected delivery window generation system

00 creates a daily table that contains an estimate of the expected delivery windows for items

to be delivered for that day. The daily table can be created based on the baseline table and

recalculation factors such as those stored in recalculation factor database 170. The process

then proceeds to a process block 404, where an item is delivered and the expected delivery



window generation system 100 updates the daily table. The details of one embodiment of

creating the daily table and updating the table are further explained in Figure 7 and the

associated description. The process then proceeds to a decision block 405.

[0067] In the decision block 405, the expected delivery window generation

system 100 determines if all the items for the day have been delivered. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 determines if all of the

items have been delivered by consulting the expected deliveries database 160 and

determining if the record of the expected deliveries for that day matches the items actually

delivered. If all of the items have not been delivered, the process then returns to the process

block 404. If the items have all been delivered, the process then proceeds to a process block

406, where the process 400 ends.

[0068] Figure 5 shows a process 500 for using the expected deliver}' window

generation system 100 in conjunction with the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a to

generate a confidence record. The process 500 starts at a process block 501.

[0069] In the process block 501, the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a

identifies a confidence activity which occurs using one or more confidence event recorders

220a-c. For example, the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a can use the confidence

activity identifier 320 to scan a computer readable code on an item being delivered or on a

delivery receptacle where an item is delivered. The confidence activity identifier 320 could

scan a computer readable code on a central mailbox, or could scan a computer readable code

on a package or on normal mail delivered to a person's mailbox. In some embodiments the

confidence activity identifier 320 could identify that a confidence activity occurred in

response to a prompt sent to the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a. In some

embodiments, the confidence activity identifier 320 may send a signal to the other

components within the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a to designate that a

confidence activity has occurred. The process then proceeds to a process block 502.

[0070] In the process block 502, the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a

records the time and place that the confidence activity occurred. For example, the

confidence event recorder subsystem 220a can use the GPS module 340 to determine the

physical location of an item when that item's computer readable code was scanned and then

store that location. In some embodiments, the location is stored as a pair of x, y coordinates

- -



using longitude and latitude. The clock module 330 can similarly record the time that an

item's barcode was scanned. In some embodiments the GPS module 340 and the clock

module 330 can record the time and location that they receive a signal from the confidence

activity identifier 320 that designates that a confidence activity occurred. The process then

proceeds to a process block 503.

[0071] In the process block 503, the confidence data communication module 350

transmits the location and time that a confidence activity was performed to the confidence

source data handler 130. The confidence event recorder subsystem 220a can also transmit an

identification of the type of confidence activity which occurred. In some embodiments, the

confidence data communication module 350 sends the data to the confidence source data

handler 130 via a cellular or wireless network. As an example, the confidence data

communication module 350 can transmit data indicative of the computer readable code on

the item or delivery receptacle that was scanned and the location and time it was scanned.

The process then proceeds to a decision block 504.

[0072] In the decision block 504, the expected delivery window generation

system 100 determines if the confidence activity record it just received is consistent with

previously identified and recorded confidence activities. In some embodiments, the expected

delivery window generation system 100 uses the confidence source data handler 130 to

accomplish this. For example, the confidence source data handler 130 can determine the

address of where the item was supposed to be delivered by querying the data in the expected

deliveries database 160. The confidence source data handler 130 can then query the

confidence record database 140 to determine whether the location data of other confidence

activities that are associated with a given delivery point, such as an address, delivery

receptacle, or recipient, are consistent with the location data for the just received confidence

activity. For example, the confidence source data handler 130 can determine the mean or

median location of the last 180 days of location data for a particular address, and determine if

the location data it just received is within some distance of that mean or median, such as 10

feet, 20 feet, or any other desired distance A similar evaluation of time data for a just-

received confidence activity can be performed to evaluate whether the time of the just

received confidence activity is consistent with the recorded times of previously recorded

confidence activities for a given delivery point or address. If the location is not consistent



with the previous data, the process proceeds to a process block 505. If the location is

consistent, the process proceeds to a process block 506.

[0073] In the process block 505, the expected delivery window generation system

100 sets an error flag for the confidence activity record it just received. The error flag

designates that the confidence activity record does not correspond to previous records for the

same address. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100

uses the confidence source data handier 130 to set the error flag. The process then proceeds

to the process block 506.

[0074] In the process block 506, the expected delivery window generation system

100 stores the recently received confidence activity record. In some embodiments, the

expected deliver}' window generation system 100 stores the data using the confidence record

database 40. The process then proceeds to a process block 507.

[0075] In the process block 507, the expected deliver}' window generation system

00 associates the recently stored confidence activity record with a specific item carrier. In

some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the

confidence record database 140 to look up which item carrier delivered the item in the item

carrier database 120. For example, the confidence record database 140 can use the computer

readable code of the item that was scanned to look up which item carrier was carrying the

item. The confidence record database 140 can then associate the confidence activity record

with that item carrier. In some embodiments, the delivery entities log in to the confidence

event recorder 220a by scanning an ID bag, by inputting unique login credentials, or by other

desired method. The confidence event recorder 220a then associates the identity of the item

carrier with each confidence activity identified by the confidence event recorder 220a before

transmitting the data to the expected delivery window generation system 100. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 can also associate the

recently stored confidence activity record with the route that the item carrier was delivering

items on and/or the time that the item carrier started delivering items. The process then ends.

It is to be understood that this process can be repeated as many times as items are delivered.

It is also to be understood that this process can continue to be repeated even when other steps

of other processes, such as the steps in the process blocks 402, 403, 404, 406, and decision

block 405 of the process 400 are ongoing.



[0076] Figure 6 shows a process 600 for using the expected delivery window

generation system 100 to generate a baseline table. The baseline table includes estimated

delivery times for items to be delivered to addresses and delivery points in o e or more

routes within a given geographic area, such as a post office or ZIP code. The process 600

starts at a process block 601.

[0077] In the process block 601, the expected delivery window generation system

00 populates the baseline table with the item carriers for the deliveries expected for a given

time period. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100

uses the baseline table database 150 to populate the baseline table with the item carriers. For

example, the baseline table database 150 can consult the expected deliveries database 160 to

determine the deliveries that are scheduled to occur for a given time period, such as for a

given day or for a given week. The baseline table database 150 can then consult the item

carrier database 120 to determine which item carrier will be delivering the items. The

baseline table database 50 can then populate the baseline table. The process then proceeds

to a process block 602.

[0078] In process block 602, expected delivery window generation system 100

populates the baseline table with the deliver}' route for each item carrier for a desired time

period, such as for the next delivery day, or for each day of the week. In some embodiments,

the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the baseline table database 150 to

populate the baseline table with the delivery routes. The deliver}' route is the list of

addresses that the item carrier will deliver items to, i the order that the item carrier will

deliver them in. For example, the baseline table database 150 can consult the expected

deliveries database 60 to determine the delivery route for each item carrier for each day of

the week. The baseline table database 150 generates and stores a pairing of each route to

each item carrier, and associates the items to be delivered along each route by each item

carrier. The process then proceeds to a process block 603.

[0079] In the process block 603, the expected delivery window generation system

100 assigns an average start time to each carrier/route pairing in the baseline table. In some

embodiments, the expected deliver}' window generation system 100 uses the baseline table

database 150 to assign the average start time. For example, the baseline table database 150

can consult the item carrier database 120 to determine the average start time, based on stored



previous start times, for each carrier and then assign that average start time to each item

carrier/route pair. The process then proceeds to a process block 604.

[0080] In the process block 604, the expected delivery window generation system

100 creates and assigns expected deliveiy times to each deliver}- in each carrier/route pair

based on past confidence activities. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window-

generation system 100 uses the baseline table database 50 to populate the baseline table

with the expected delivery times. For example, the baseline table database 150 can consult

the confidence record database 140 to review various confidence activity records. Using the

confidence records, the baseline table database 150 determines when deliveries are usually

made for the delivery points or addresses along a given route, a d determines the time it

takes to travel to and deliver items at each address for each item carrier/route pairing. The

baseline table database 50 can estimate the expected deliveiy time based on the recorded

location and the various confidence activities that have occurred at each of the addresses.

The baseline table database 150 can then generate expected deliveiy times for each delivery

based on the estimated time. To illustrate, the confidence records are used to establish an

estimated delivery time for each item and/or each address for each carrier/route pairing. For

example, the confidence activity records include times a particular item carrier delivers items

to a particular location. The baseline table database 150 gathers these historical records, and

generates an average time that a particular item carrier or carrier delivers items to a particular

address. This average time is set as the estimated delivery time in the baseline table. The

baseline table database 50 may generate the average deliveiy time using a roiling average,

such as the average for the last 180 days, or may use a historical average, such as using data

for the same time period in a previous year, or for the same day of the week as in the last 10

weeks. In another example, the estimated delivery times can be determined based on the

actual deliver}' times derived from the data stored in the confidence record database 140 for a

route/item carrier pairing that is the same or similar to the route/item carrier pairing that the

baseline table database is calculating estimated delivery time for. In another example, the

estimated delivery times can be calculated based on the average of the actual deliveiy times

from the same or similar route/item carrier pairings. This average can similarly be a rolling

average, such as the average for the last 180 days, or may use a historical average, such as



using data for the same time period in a previous year, or for the same day of the week as in

the last 0 weeks.

[008 In the case that the confidence record database 140 does not include a

confidence record for a particular address or deliver}- point along a route, the baseline table

database 50 interpolates or extrapolates the average time of delivery to a particular address

or delivery point by determining how many addresses or delivery points exist along a route

between the addresses or deliver}' points for which a confidence activity exists, and diving

the time between the confidence activities by the number of addresses or delivery points. In

some embodiments the baseline table database can also determine an average deliver}' time

based upon breadcrumb data at or near the address or delivery point. For example, if

breadcrumb data shows that the item carrier passed through a location immediately before

and immediately after a deliver}' point, the baseline table can determine that the time of

deliver}- was the average of the time the item carrier arrived immediately before and

immediately after the deliver}' point. The process then proceeds to a decision block 605.

[0082] In the decision block 605, the expected delivery window generation

system 100 determines whether the item carrier/route pairs match employee time sheets. In

some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the baseline

table database 150 make this determination. For example, the baseline table database 150

can consult the employee time sheets stored in the item carrier database 120. The baseline

table database 150 can then determine whether each individual item carrier's time sheet

matches with the routes assigned to that item carrier. If the time sheets do match, the process

proceeds to a process block 606. Otherwise the process proceeds to a process block 607.

[0083] In the process block 606, the expected delivery window generation system

100 finalizes the baseline table. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window-

generation system 100 uses the baseline table database 150 to finalize the baseline table.

[0084] In the process block 607, the expected delivery window generation system

100 sets error flags on the incorrect item carrier/route pairings. In some embodiments, the

expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the baseline table database 150 to set

the error flags. For example, the baseline table database 150 can set an error flag on an item

carrier/route pairing for a Monday when that item carrier's timesheet shows that the item

carrier does not work on that day or that the item carrier o longer works at all. In another



example, the baseline table database 150 can set an error flag on an item carrier/route pairing

where the timesheet reveals that the item carrier's route has changed. The process then

proceeds to a process block 608.

[0085] In the process block 608, the expected delivery window generation system

100 corrects the item carrier/route pairs in entries in the baseline table where error flags are

set. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the

baseline table database 150 to correct the item carrier entries. For example, the baseline

table database 150 can correct the item carrier for an item carrier/route pair when the item

carrier normally assigned to a particular route is unavailable or will not deliver items on that

route on a given day. The baseline table database 50 can determine the correct item carrier

for that route by consulting the item carrier database 120. The baseline table database 150

can also correct the route for an error flagged item carrier/route pair using similar methods.

The process then proceeds to a process block 609.

[0086] In the process block 609, the expected delivery window generation

system 00 corrects the average start time for each carrier/route pairing with an error flag in

the baseline table. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system

100 uses the baseline table database 150 to correct the average start time. For example, the

baseline table database 150 can consult the item carrier database 120 to determine the

average start time for the corrected item carrier/route pair and then assign that new average

start time to the item carrier/route pair. The process then proceeds to a process block 610

[0087] In the process block 610, the expected delivery window generation system

100 corrects the expected delivery times for the item carrier/route pairs with error flags. In

some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the baseline

table database 50 to correct the expected delivery times for the item carrier/route pairs with

error flags. The baseline table can accomplish this in a similar manner to the process of

creating the expected deliver}' times for carrier/route pairs used in the process block 604,

except that the expected deliver}' times are only created for the item carrier/route pairs

having error flags that are set on them. For example, the baseline table can create expected

delivery times for the item carrier/route based o the confidence activities associated with the

new item carrier, instead of the old item carrier. If there are no confidence activities

associated with the new item carrier, the baseline table database can use the estimated



delivery times from the old item carrier, but then modify the times to account for the fact that

the new item carrier may be inexperienced with the new route. For example, the baseline

table can add one minute to the old expected delivery times to generate the new expected

delivery times. The process then returns to the decision block 605.

[0088] It is to be understood that this process can be repeated as many times as

items are delivered. It is also to be understood that this process can continue to be repeated

even when other steps of other processes, such as the steps in the process blocks 40 , 403,

404, 406, and decision block 405 of the process 400 are ongoing.

[0089] Figure 7 shows a process 700 for using the expected delivery window

generation system 100 to generate and update a daily table. The process 700 starts at a

process block 701 .

[0090] In the process block 700, the expected delivery window generation system

100 receives the baseline table to use as an input to generate the daily table. In some

embodiments, the expected deliver}' window generation system 100 uses the daily table

database 180 to accomplish this function. For example, the daily table database 180 can

query the baseline table database 150 and the baseline table database 150 can send the

current version of the baseline table in response. The daily table database 80 can then create

the initial version of the daily table based on the entries in the baseline table database 50 for

the current day. The process then proceeds to a process block 702.

[0091] In the process block 702, the expected delivery window generation system

100 replaces the average start times for the item delivery entities uploaded into the daily-

table from the baseline table with the actual start time of the item delivery entities. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 can use the daily table

database 180 to replace the start times. For example, the daily table database 180 can

requisition the actual start times from item carrier database 120 based on the entry on an item

carrier's time sheet from when they clocked in. The process then proceeds to a process block

703.

[0092] In the process block 703, the expected delivery window generation system

00 generates the expected delivery times for the baseline table. In some embodiments, the

expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the daily table database 180 to

generate the expected delivery times. For example, the daily table database 80 can change



the expected deliver}' time inputted into the daily table from the baseline table by the amount

of time that the actual start time of each item carrier differs from the original average start

time. As an illustration, if the actual start time was five minutes later than the average start

time, the daily table database 80 can adjust the expected delivery times to be 5 minutes later

than the original expected delivery time. The process then proceeds to a decision block 704.

[0093] In the decision block 704, the expected delivery' window generation

system 100 determines if additional modifiers are present that could alter the expected

delivery times. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100

uses the daily table database 180 to determine if additional modifiers are present. For

example, the daily table database 180 can query the recalculation factor database 170 to

determine what additional modifiers are present. The recalculation factor database 170 can

then return the modifiers and the associated amount of the time that the expected deliver}-

times need to be adjusted. As an illustration, the recalculation factor database 1 0 can send

back the "snowing" modifier and the accompanying amount of time that the expected

deliver}' time needs to be adjusted because it is snowing. The recalculation factor database

170 can also send modifiers based on departure time, the identification of the item carrier,

whether the item carrier is delivering in a new geographic territory, how many items are

being delivered, and the time of year. I some embodiments, the recalculation factor

database can determine the correct modifiers through historical data or through expert

estimates. If modifiers are present, then the process proceeds to a process block 705,

otherwise the process proceeds to a process block 706.

[0094] In the process block 705, the expected delivery window generation system

100 modifies the expected delivery times based on the modifiers it discovered in the decision

block 704. In some embodiments, the expected deliver}' window generation system 100 uses

the daily table database 80 to modify the expected delivery times. For example, if the daily

table database 180 received the "snowing" modifier from the recalculation factor database

170, it could add 30 minutes to each expected delivery time. The process then proceeds to

the process block 706.

[0095] In the process block 706, the expected delivery window generation system

100 communicates expected delivery windows to the item receiver 210 The expected

deliver}- window is a window of time based on the expected delivery time. For example, the



expected deliver}' window for an item with an expected delivery time of 1:30 PM could be

1:00-2:00 PM. In some embodiments, the expected deliver}- window generation system 100

can use the communication module 190 to communicate the expected delivery window to the

item recipient. For example the communication module 90 can communicate with the item

receiver 210 via mail, email, text message, automated phone call, or some combination of

any of these options. For example, the communication module 190 can send the item

receiver 2 0 an email or a text message that contains a one hour expected deliver}' window

for when there item will be delivered in. In some embodiments, the communication module

on y communicates the expected delivery window if the expected delivery window has

changed from a previously sent expected delivery window. The process then proceeds to a

process block 707.

[0096] In the process block 707, the expected deliver}- window generation system

100, in conjunction with the confidence event recorder subsystem 220a, records the actual

deliver}' of an item, including the time that the item was delivered. In some embodiments,

the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the daily table database 180 to

record that a deliver}'- has occurred. In some embodiments, the daily table database 180

receives the information from the confidence data communication module 350 through the

confidence source data handler 130. In some embodiments, the confidence source data

handler 130 notifies the daily table database 180 that a delivery has occurred, including the

time it occurred, every time it receives confidence data from the confidence event recorder

subsystem 220a. Thus, in some embodiments, the daily table database 180 does not record

the deliver}' of every item that was scheduled to be delivered for the day, but only the

deliveries that were recorded as confidence activities. The process then proceeds to a

process block 708.

[0097] In the process block 708, the expected delivery window generation system

100 updates the expected delivery times based on the time tha the actual delivery of an item

occurred. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses

the daily table database 80 to update expected delivery times. For example, the daily table

database 80 can compare the expected delivery time to the actual delivery time of an item

and adjust the times of all future deliveries expected for the day based on the difference. For

instance, if the actual deliver}' time was 5 minutes earlier than the expected delivery time, the



daily table database 180 could adjust all future expected delivery times to be 5 minutes

earlier. The process then proceeds to a process block 709.

[0098] In the process block 709, the expected delivery window generation system

00 determines if the expected deliver}- windows communicated to the item receiver 210 are

still accurate. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100

uses the communication module 190 to make this determination. For example the

communication module 90 can determine if the new expected delivery times still fall within

the expected delivery windows sent to the item receiver 210. For instance, if the expected

delivery window was 1:30-2:30 PM and the new expected delivery time was 1:35 PM, the

new time would fall within the window. If the time was 2:35 PM, it would not. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery window is an hour centered around the expected

deliver}- time. If the expected delivery time shifts, the window can also shift, to maintain a

one hour window centered around the expected delivery time. For example, if the new

expected deliver}' time shifts 5 minutes either direction, the delivery window also shifts five

minutes, to keep the expected delivery time in the middle of the expected delivery window.

If the expected delivery windows are accurate, the process returns to the process block 707,

otherwise the process goes to decision block 710.

[0099] In the decision block 710, the expected deliver}' window generation

system 100 determines if the system can reroute the item carriers to improve the delivery of

items. In some embodiments the system attempts reroute item carriers to maintain expected

delivery windows as close as possible to already communicated delivery windows. In some

embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses the item carrier

database 120 to generate theoretical new routes for the item carriers. The system can then

generate theoretical expected delivery windows for the new routes using the methods

described. The system 100 can then evaluate these theoretical routes to determine if

rerouting the carriers is necessary. If the system determines that rerouting is necessary, the

system proceeds to a process block 7 11 . Otherwise, the system returns to the process block

706.

[0100] In the process block 7 11, the expected deliver}' system 100 reroutes

carriers. In some embodiments, the expected delivery window generation system 100 uses

the item carrier database 120 to generate the new routes for the item carriers. In some



embodiments, the system 100 uses the communication module 190 to communicate these

new routes to the item carrier. As discussed previously, the new routes can be communicated

via mail, email, text message, automated phone call, or some combination of any of these

options. The process then returns to the process block 70 .

[0101] Various illustrative logics, logical blocks, modules, circuits and algorithm

steps described in connection with the implementations disclosed herein may be

implemented as electronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. The

interchangeability of hardware and software has been described generally, in terms of

functionality, and illustrated in the various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits,

and steps described above. Whether such functionality is implemented i hardware or

software depends upon the particular application and design constraints imposed o the

overall system.

[0102] In one or more aspects, the functions described herein may be

implemented in hardware, digital electronic circuitry, computer software, firmware,

including the structures disclosed in this specification and their structural equivalents thereof,

or in any combination thereof. Implementations of the subject matter described in this

specification also can be implemented as one or more computer programs, e.g., one or more

modules of computer program instructions, encoded on a computer storage media for

execution by, or to control the operation of data processing apparatus.

[0103] If implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted

over as one or more instructions or code on a computer-readable storage medium. The steps

of a method or algorithm disclosed herein may be implemented in a processor-executable

software module which may reside on a computer-readable storage medium. Computer-

readable storage media includes both computer storage media and communication media

including any medium that can be enabled to transfer a computer program from one place to

another. A storage media may be any available media that may be accessed by a computer.

By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable media may include RAM,

ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other

magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that may be used to store desired program

code in the form of instructions or data structures and that may be accessed by a computer.

Also, any connection can be properly termed a computer-readable medium. Disk and disc, as



used herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD),

floppy disk, and Blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs

reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above can also be included within

the scope of computer-readable storage media. Additionally, the operations of a method or

algorithm may reside as one or any combination or set of codes and instructions on a

machine readable storage medium and computer-readable storage medium, which may be

incorporated into a computer program product.

[0104] Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of

separate implementations also can be implemented in combination in a single

implementation. Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single

implementation also can be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any

suitable subcombination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in

certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed

combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed

combination may be directed to a subcombination or variation of a subcombination.

[0105] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular

order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the

particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be performed,

to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing

may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the

implementations described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all

implementations, and it should be understood that the described program components and

systems can generally be integrated together in a single software product or packaged into

multiple software products.

[0106] Instructions refer to computer-implemented steps for processing

information in the system. Instructions can be implemented in software, firmware or

hardware and include any type of programmed step undertaken by components of the system.

[0107] As can be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art, each of the

modules of the invention may comprise various sub-routines, procedures, definitional

statements, and macros. Each of the modules are typically separately compiled and linked

into a single executable program. Therefore, the description of each of the modules is used



for convenience to describe the functionality of the system. Thus, the processes that are

undergone by each of the modules may be arbitrarily redistributed to one of the other

modules, combined together in a single module, or made available in a shareable dynamic

link library. Further each of the modules could be implemented in hardware. A person of

skill in the art will understand that the functions and operations of the electrical, electronic,

and computer components described herein can be carried out automatically according to

interactions between components without the need for user interaction.

[0108] The foregoing description details certain embodiments. It will be

appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the

development may be practiced in many ways. It should be noted that the use of particular

terminology when describing certain features or aspects of the development should not be

taken to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to including

any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the development with which that

terminology is associated.

[0109] While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed

out novel features of the development as applied to various embodiments, it will be

understood that various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the

device or process illustrated may be made by those skilled in the technology without

departing from the intent of the development. The scope of the development is indicated by

the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes which come

within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their

scope.



\V AT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A system for accurately tracking the deliver}' of items comprising:

a plurality of items having a barcode thereon;

an item sorter comprising a barcode scanner, a network connection, and a

disposition portion, wherein the item scanner is configured to scan the barcodes of a

plurality of items and to sort the items into the disposition portion based at least in

par on route and preference information received over the network connection, and

a mobile computing device comprising a barcode scanner and a GPS unit

wherein the barcode scanner is configured to scan the barcodes on at least one of the

plurality of items at the delivery point for that item and wherein the mobile

computing device is configured to generate confidence data comprising at least a

location and time recorded by the GPS unit upon scanning the item at the delivery

point, and to transmit delivery information based on the confidence data.
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